
Arm your associates to succeed
With NCR Sales Advisor, bring the power of personalization and the rich consumer experience of eCommerce to your store.

Enable a fully connected shopping experience 
Today’s shoppers not only want their online and in store 
experience to be the same, they want their favorite retailers 
to know what they like and don’t like. They want to find 
a great look, not just the right shirt. NCR’s Sales Advisor 
Solution enables personalized promotions, recommendations 
and an instant locator, giving shoppers the customized 
shopping experience they crave. 

Empower sales associates  
Known as the associate’s “little black book”, NCR Sales 
Advisor gives them real-time access to help customers  
find what they need when they need it—and complete  
the transaction on the spot. Additionally, Bluetooth® beacon 
proximity technology notifies the associate when loyal clients 
are nearby. 

Go beyond the point of sale  
Enable your mobile device to do more than just queue 
bust or complete a transaction. Instead, take the mobile 
transaction to the next level with rich client profiles, powerful 
product views, eCommerce wish list views, and integrated 
mobile point-of-sale capabilities. NCR’s Sales Advisor 
provides an experience, not just a transaction.

I AM THE NCR 
SALES ADVISOR

For more information, 
visit www.ncr.com/products/gm, or email retail@ncr.com.



• Integrates multi-channel assets such as a CRM database, inventory lookup, and mobile point-of-sale  
to empower sales associates with a single service and sales platform 

• Enables personalized promotions, recommendations, and increased client loyalty 

• Converges mobile sales and service, driving increased sales 

• Feature set includes:

 •    Rich client profiles

 •    Powerful guided selling tools

 •    Virtual product views

 •    Personalized recommendations

 •    eCommerce wish list integration

 •    eCommerce-like product browsing

 •    Cross-channel product locator

 •    Offer management and delivery

 •    Mobile POS capability through NCR Advanced Store or existing POS solution

 •    Digital payments, alternate payments, digital receipts

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change 
specifications without prior notice. 

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world.  
Consult your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.
 
All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.
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Key features

Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in 
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. 
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services,  
NCR enables more than 485 million transactions daily 
across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and 
technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 
everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with 
approximately 29,000 employees and does business  
in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation 
in the United States and other countries. 


